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Getting It
Observations and comments regarding
the Purpose, Significance, and Meaning of
the Starry Vault have not been that
acceptable by Humanity. Ask Galileo, or a
countless number of others who died in
various ways trying to demonstrate that
such things were not possibilities but facts
of Cosmos.

hat there is no One, only Three, is
an unavoidable conclusion of
examination. It is impossible to have
one without the other two. Simply put, if
somewhat metaphorically, there is only the
Intendor, the Lover, and the Builder, the
Three fold Consciousness of Cosmic
Physics, or essentially, the three fold
process of Creation.

Humanity (most of us anyway) does
accept the unavoidable fact of the
concrete existence of galaxies, solar
systems, suns, and, planets. We also,
agree that these “heavenly bodies”, just as
do our dense physical bodies, go into and
out of concrete manifestation. It is also
recognized, again by many of us, that this
process happens over time periods which
are beyond the reach of our Intelligence.

This fact of physics, that the One is Three,
lies at the heart of Cosmic Expression or
what we call Art. It is not new to think of the
Intendors of the various Planets, Solar
systems, and Galaxies as Artists. Each
has a different style. Each uses a different
pallet of inexhaustible diversity to Image or
Create their visions of the Possible. Thus,
we have the Starry Vault, or the Cosmic
Dense-physical Rendering of Infinity.

They are not, however, out of the reach of
our Wise Ones.

Since Infinity is infinite, this three step
creative process which is in infinite motion
(Just as there is no One, there is no Stop.)
seems to be about the only acceptable
statement that one can make concerning
it.

How do I love thee? Let me count the ways.
I love thee to the depth and breadth and height
My soul can reach, when feeling out of sight
For the ends of being and ideal grace.
I love thee to the level of every day’s
Most quiet need, by sun and candle-light.
I love thee freely, as men strive for right;
I love thee purely, as they turn from praise.
I love thee with the passion put to use
In my old griefs, and with my childhood’s faith.
I love thee with a love I seemed to lose
With my lost saints. I love thee with the breath,
Smiles, tears, of all my life; and, if God choose,
I shall but love thee better after death.

“In the first solar system, the center which
is Humanity was prepared, and the
principle of intelligence came into
manifestation.” Destiny of the Nations P. 24 It
is worth noting that while the first system
was steeped in knowledge or Intelligence,
it lacked the energy of Love/Wisdom. “All
wisdom is knowledge gained by
experience and implemented by love.” The

Elizabeth Barrett Browning

Still, there presently exists no concrete
proof of any kind that Reason, Meaning,
Significance, or Love are involved in this
Infinite process. We, of course, also have

Rays and the Initiations p. 591

In this second solar system, the Planet is
still largely dominated by Intelligence.
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reams and reams of ancient tomes (Some
call it the Ageless Wisdom.) which outline
in mind bending detail the initiatory and
unavoidable presence of these energies in
this infinite process. But we at present
have nothing that can be put on a triple
beam balance and weighed to prove its
concrete existence. In short, We have
nothing that can prove to the satisfaction
of our dense physically focused
Intelligence that any of those forces
actually exist.

manifestation of the Solar System, Earth is
intended to evolve the Why do that. The
Why, Love, encompasses the Motivation
of the Will. Love or the Heart then directs
Intelligence to manifest the forms that will
meet the ends of The Intendor, the Will to
Be.

Reality Vs. Illusion

The primary, human generated, systems
of the present manifestation of the Plan—
political, economic, religious, etcetera—
are not the products of an Understanding
of Cosmic Physics, which is the unique
and amazing power of what we call Love.
These current primary systems are by and
large the products of highly intelligent,
totally self-centered, dense-physically
focused, amoral consciousnesses. They
involve only two of the three necessary
aspects to create a Real form, and thus
they are illusions of Reality.

The Big Problem

Consequently, an amoral kind of
intellectual sophistry, which frequently
gets passed off as philosophy, can make
any of it “mean” anything that you can
cajole, convince, terrify, or force others to
accept as “truth”. Understanding, realizing
that the multidimensional cosmos which
operates on the Laws of Cosmic Physics,
does exist is simply beyond the capacity or
functionality of a one dimension dense
physical Intellect to grasp. Thus, our BIG
problem.

The systems are based on outworn
separative
concepts
of
ancient
materialism: the identification of Self with
the physical body, personal value is
equated with separative personal power.
This power is manifested by the ownership
of property of all kinds, including other
human beings, and the exclusivity or
superiority of one’s self compared to
others.

Intelligence is not meant to be the understander
of Intention. Intelligence is the How to do it.
Love is the Under- Stander or the Why to do it,
and Intention is the Will or the What to do. And
as you might expect, these three always and
only work as One.

This lack of Love, the vehicle of synthesis,
is the reason why, when the pinnacle of
the first solar system was reached, the
system went into pralaya. It was only the
first step in the eventual manifestation of a
Grand Intention. If the experiment was to
be successful it would be necessary to
evolve a new way of comprehending or
Knowing
Truth.
In
this
second

As a bit of that Ageless Wisdom points out,
at the close of the first manifestation of this
planet, “Certain units of humanity—then
existent—were so completely conditioned
by these material principles and so
deliberately unready for moving on to the
comprehension of another set of principles
(more expressive of the divine nature) that
they remained of ‘fixed and selfish material
2
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purpose’…. Forget not that the black
magicians of today were the initiates of a
previous solar system.” The Rays and the

long trail, indicate, it is getting very near
the end for Them.
It seems reasonable, to me anyway, that
the Law of Free Will was not a condition of
the experiment in the First System. But it
is the Primary Law governing this phase of
the
experiment.
These
ancient
materialistic laws have no respect for Free
Will at all. They are based on sheer power
(not just physical strength, but the power
of intelligence used for selfish ends, the
use of sophistry, or fear for the
manipulation and domination of others)
and the survival of the strongest, who in
this time are the representatives of those
ancient, once good but now outworn and
evil, principles.

Initiations P. 350

What those of us who have been “willing
to move on” by reincarnating and serving
to evolve the new consciousness have
been experiencing for the past many,
many thousands of years is the evolution
of Group Conscious.
“Basically, it is not desire which prompts return
but will and knowledge of the plan. It is not the
need for achieving an ultimate perfection which
goads the ego on to experience in form, for the
ego is already perfect. The main incentive is
sacrifice and service to those lesser lives that
are dependent upon the higher inspiration
(which the spiritual soul can give) and the
determination that they too may attain
planetary status equivalent to that of the
sacrificing soul. It is in order eventually to
negate the space-time concept and to prove it
an illusion that the door in Cancer opens to the
sacrificing, serving soul. Bear this always in
mind as you study the subject of rebirth.”

Free Will does not relegate individuals into
scales of value of any sort including
material wealth or moral superiority. Such
scales are relics of materialism, and we
are free to choose whether we will be ruled
by them or not. This along with other
leftovers from the First Solar System are
what makes the Path from the selfish
consciousness to group consciousness, a
path of constant striving and great
struggle, but also the Path of Liberation.
We are free to choose the Path of Reason,
Meaning, Significance, or Love; all we
have to do is to recognize that it exists.

Esoteric Astrology p.324

We, Humanity, have carried this effort
forward in the face of the enormously
powerful efforts of Retrogressive forces of
“fixed and selfish material purpose”. They
work tirelessly through the use of halfwayness, fear, and hate to hinder, slow
down and eventually stop that evolution.
Their goal has always been and remains
so today, to dominate the planet and turn
it into bastion of Evil or outworn good.
Essentially their aim is to return to the
principles of materialism that were
dominant in the first Solar system.

One Dimensional Intelligence

Whatever the iteration, or modification, or
expansion of logic, if the first statement’s
“truth” is an assumption based on one
dimensional intelligence, chances are that
it is wrong. The first statement in the old
syllogism “All men are mortal”, meaning
they die, is simply not true. It is not true

They have failed. And as the events of the
last four hundred years, an eyeblink in the
3
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imprisons vast numbers of the present 7.8
billion units of consciousness on Planet
Earth.

because no woman or man is his or her
body.
The body or the forms which human
beings use to manifest in dense physical
dimensions do, as the forms of even
Galaxies do, outwear their usefulness; or
they can be so damaged that they lose
their ability to function and do what we call
die. When the user or the consciousness
that integrated and gave direction and
order to the matter that makes up the form
leaves, the form, for whatever reason,
disintegrates, and the matter returns to its
normal state.

Infinite Liberation

It is precisely the Liberation from this
specific delusion that all efforts, every tiny
step toward Liberty are made. This notion
that we are these forms is one of the major
blockages
keeping
Humanity
and
evolution in prison. It is this delusion that
only the heart can see through.
As Intelligence is the Way of the Mind;
Love is the Way of the Heart. It is the vision
of the Heart that helps us finally “Get It”.

Because we have been conditioned for
eons to think that we are our bodies, we
call this eventually unavoidable process
death. People assume that the death of
the form means the end of themselves. It
is this delusion that creates and drives fear
and hate—the real killers of Life—which

“I Am That!”
“Toiler, when the energy is transmuted into an
ocean of light, does thy consciousness quiver
or expand? Toiler, is thy heart fearful or
exultant when before thee looms Infinity?”
Conclusion-New Era Community
Tom Carney
April, 2019
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